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Membership Prospectus

AIRS is the only organization for all Information & 
Referral (I&R) professionals. Join us!



Our Mission: "To provide leadership and support to our 
members and Affiliates to advance the capacity of a 

Standards-driven Information and Referral industry that 
brings people and services together."

• a professional membership association of more than 5,000 individuals and organizations, 
supporting numerous state and regional affiliates, all engaged in improving access to 
human services 

• the international voice of Information and Referral (I&R) 

• the driving force behind the development of clear and consistent professional Standards 

• the administer of professional credentials for individual I&R practitioners and the 
accreditation of I&R programs

• a provider of quality training, support and technical assistance 

• a national leader in human services that participates in critical partnerships with 
complementary organizations.

AIRS is the professional organization for I&R professionals.

Information & Referral is...

I&R is the art, science and practice of bringing people and services together 
and an integral component of the overall health and human services sector.

• the creation and maintenance of databases of programs and services by organizations 
that disseminate that information to individuals and communities through a variety of 
channels such as call centers and websites

• a quick and convenient single point of contact that provides confidential assessment, 
support, choice and empowerment. Without I&R people in search of critical services such 
as financial assistance, food, shelter, child care, or mental health support often do not 
know where to begin and must negotiate a confusing and frustrating maze of 
information  

• an important and practical way to assist with disasters, from pre-
planning to recovery and all stages in between. 

AIRS is...



 STANDARDS
The AIRS Standards and Quality Indicators for 
Professional Information and Referral tie 
together every aspect of I&R including 
resource databases, reports, and 
organizational effectiveness. It is the 
foundation of quality I&R in every sector and 
at every level. The 8th edition is available free 
to those interested in providing quality I&R 
services.

“We need Standards to define what is and isn’t 
acceptable in the field and practice of I&R. The 

Standards allow for a shared frame of reference and 
provide a reliable benchmark against which 

performance can be judged. Adherence to the 
Standards means credibility and accountability.” 

- Faed Hendry, Manager, Training and Outreach, 
Findhelp Information Services

“During a disaster, should our center be closed, we 
are confident that our sister 211 call centers can back 

us up because we use the same standardized 
procedures....The shared best practices alone are worth 

the annual AIRS dues!”  - Barbara Bernstein, 
Executive Director, Eden I&R/211 Alameda 

County

AIRS/211 LA COUNTY TAXONOMY
This hierarchical classification system is used 
for indexing human resource databases and 
allows resource information to be categorized 
in a systematic, unambiguous manner using 
language that is consistent from community to 
community. There are more than 9,000 fully-
defined Taxonomy terms covering every 
aspect of human services. Visit www.
211taxonomy.org for more information.

AIRS I&R TRAINING MANUAL
This comprehensive publication is the 
complete training resource for new I&R 
Specialists and Resource Specialists, and also 
serves as a reference tool and refresher for 
experienced staff. It is especially helpful when 

preparing for AIRS Certification testing. It is 
available in hardcopy and electronic versions. 
The manual provided annually as a benefit to 
our Platinum level members or may be 
purchased for $450. 

I&R TOOLKIT
The online I&R Toolkit features best practices 
from AIRS Accredited agencies and provides 
access to field-tested tools, knowledge, and 
resources to enhance your organization’s 
ability to achieve AIRS Standards. 

CONFERENCE & TRAINING
Access to training is available throughout the 
year with our online courses, webinars and 
annual international conference. Held in a 
different city each year, the conference 
features 85 workshops. 

CONNECTIONS NEWSLETTER
Nine issues of Connections are created 
annually and disseminated electronically to 
our members. Each issue features articles and 
information of interest to the I&R world. 
Members are invited to submit their stories, 
photos, best practices, and updates.

AIRS NETWORKER
Get access to the latest information, ask for 
I&R advice from your peers, share news, and 
connect with other AIRS members on our own 
member-only social media networking site. 

AIRS AFFILIATES (CHAPTERS)
These independent membership organizations 
represent comprehensive and specialized I&R 
providers within a defined geographic area. 
They help shape and implement the mission of 
AIRS at the local level to build excellence in 
I&R. Anyone that becomes a member of AIRS 
also automatically becomes a member of their 
state or regional Affiliate (if applicable).

As a member you’ll gain access to valuable and helpful I&R resources 
and discounts on products and services.
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Our Affiliates:
Arizona AIRS
California AIRS (CAIRS)
Florida AIRS (FLAIRS)
Georgia AIRS (GAIRS)
Illinois AIRS (ILAIRS)
AIRS Indiana
Iowa/Nebraska AIRS
Maryland AIRS
Michigan AIRS
Missouri, Arkansas & Kansas (MAK-AIRS)
AIRS New Jersey (AIRS-NJ)
New York State AIRS (NYS AIRS)
Northwest AIRS (NW-AIRS)
North Carolina AIRS (NCAIRS)
Ohio AIRS (OAIRS)
Oklahoma AIRS (OKAIRS)
Pennsylvania AIRS
South Carolina AIRS
Tennessee AIRS
Texas AIRS (TAIRS)
Virginia AIRS (VAIRS)
West Virginia Mountain AIRS
WisconsinAIRS

National Partners:
• InformCanada
• National Association of Area Agencies on 

Aging (n4a)
• National Association of States United for 

Aging and Disabilities (NASUAD)

CERTIFICATION
This professional credentialing program 
measures demonstrated ability in the field of 
I&R reflecting the knowledge, skills, attitudes 
and work-related behaviors needed to 
successfully execute responsibilities. 
Computer-based exams are held throughout 
the US and Canada. Recertification is required 
every two years. As an important 
achievement, certification often leads to 
increased salary and career advancement. 
More than 5,000 individuals currently hold one 
of three available designations:

•Certified Information and Referral Specialist 
(CIRS)

•Certified Resource Specialist (CRS)

•Certified Information and Referral Specialist 
- Aging /Disabilities (CIRS-A/D), offered in 
partnership with NASUAD. 

“As a small agency covering a large rural area my 
certification proves at a national level that we have 
the ability to provide the same level of professional 

service as  large agencies serving large populations.”  
- W. Keith Lavery-Barclay, CRS, CIRS-A/D, I&R 
Database Specialist, Area Agency on Aging for 

North Florida, Inc.

ACCREDITATION
This multi-phase process assesses more than 
200 distinct operational components and 
culminates in a detailed onsite review. AIRS 
Accreditation is the primary assurance 
mechanism for affirming I&R 
excellence and demonstrates full 
compliance with the AIRS 
Standards. Its importance is 
endorsed by national and state/
regional entities as a benchmark 
for all I&R providers and many require it for 
funding. More than 150 organizations have 
successfully attained AIRS Accreditation. 

“Becoming Accredited...has increased our internal 
awareness of quality service with a focus on outcomes 
for our callers.”  - Pam Hillier, Executive Director, 
Community Connection 211 Central East Ontario

“It makes you think about what may be missing in 
your system and reinvigorates your passion for the 

work.” -  Brandi Nieland, 211MD Resource 
Database Administrator, United Way of Central 

Maryland

As a member you’ll improve your knowledge and skills in I&R, stay 
up-to-date, and network with your peers.

Visit www.airs.org       
Email info@airs.org 

Phone 703-218-2477
Mail 11240 Waples Mill Road, Suite 200 

Fairfax, VA 22030
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